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Abstract 

The Garibaldi volcanic belt in British Columbia is part of 

the ring of fire, a belt of volcanic activity that surrounds 

the Pacific Ocean. Many countries in this region produce 

electricity from hot water extracted from geothermal 

reservoirs found beneath these volcanoes, and Canada 

could do the same. The most recent volcanic activity in 

the Garibaldi belt occurred 2340±50 years ago at Mount 

Meager. Steam vents on this volcano have become 

emergent in recent years due to glacial recession and 

major landslides have occurred, including an event in 

2010 that remains Canada’s largest recorded landslide. 

Geothermal research has taken place at Mount Meager 

since the 1970s. To reduce the economic risks of 

development, additional information about the 

geothermal reservoir and natural hazards is needed. 

Geophysical studies of the subsurface are part of the 

required data collection. 

In 2019 and 2020, magnetotelluric data were collected in 

the region around Mount Meager. They were used to 

generate a 3-D model of electrical resistivity, a property 

that is sensitive to the presence of fluids. This model gives 

valuable information about the size of the geothermal 

reservoir and location of the magma body beneath this 

active volcano. 

1. Introduction 

The study area is situated toward the northern end of a 

chain of volcanoes that extends along much of western 

North America. Offshore southwestern British Columbia 

(BC), Canada and northwestern Washington, U.S.A., the 

Juan de Fuca plate subducts beneath the North American 

plate at the Cascadia subduction zone (Fig. 1). The 

tectonic convergence rate between these two plates is ~4 

cm/year (Kreemer et al., 2014). Dehydration reactions in 

the subducting slab release volatiles into the overlying 

mantle of the North American plate, lowering its melting 

point and creating a region of partial melt, which leads to 

volcanism at the surface above (Stern, 2002). 

 

The chain of volcanoes resulting from this subduction is 

called the Cascade volcanic arc. The northernmost 

segment (shown in Fig. 1) trends roughly NW-SE, 

whereas the rest of the arc (not shown) generally trends 

N-S. The northern segment is 300-400 km inboard of the 

trench, while the southern segments are 250-300 km 

inboard (Hickson, 1994). Mount Baker is the most 

voluminous volcanic complex in Fig. 1, Glacier Peak is the 

most-recently active with an eruption in the mid-1700s, 

and Mount Meager is the most-recently active in Canada 

with a major eruption ~2400 years ago (Hickson, 1994). 

The most recent volcanism in the northern arc has been 

rhyolitic-to-dacitic at Mount Meager, dacitic at Mount 

Cayley and Mount Garibaldi, and andesitic at Mount 

Baker and Glacier Peak (Hickson, 1994). This illustrates 

a change from felsic composition in the north to 

intermediate silica content in the south. 

The northern segment of the volcanic arc, extending from 

Glacier Peak to Silverthrone, is called the Garibaldi 

volcanic belt; and the southern segment, from Mount 

Rainier in central Washington to Mount Lassen in 

northern California, is called the High Cascades (Mullen 

et al., 2017). 

 

Fig. 1. Map of southwestern BC and northwestern Washington. 

Major volcanic centers of the Garibaldi Volcanic Belt are shown 

as triangles. Cities and towns are shown as squares. 
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The Mount Meager area drew attention in the 1970s as a 

geothermal target because of two thermal spring systems, 

Meager Creek springs and Pebble Creek spring (Souther, 

1981). Early work included geothermometry, DC 

resistivity, and diamond drilling (Fairbank et al., 1981). 

Lewis and Jessop (1981) measured heat flow of 132 

mW/m2 in a drill hole near Mount Meager, compared with 

a mean of 79 mW/m2 in three drill holes each more than 

10 km from Mount Meager. Based on these studies, this 

volcano is one of the most promising geothermal targets 

near to infrastructure in Canada and has been the subject 

of research since the 1970s (Jessop, 1998). However, a 

number of barriers to development have been identified 

and need to be addressed. 

One challenge at Mount Meager has been the distance to 

the power grid. This has improved in recent years since 

Innergex Renewable Energy Inc. has been operating two 

run-of-river hydroelectric plants near Mount Meager since 

2017, as part of their Upper Lillooet River Hydro Project. 

The larger of the two (81.4 MW), the Upper Lillooet River 

facility, is 5 km northeast of Mount Meager and the 

Boulder Creek facility (25.3 MW) is located 7 km east of 

Mount Meager. Electricity generated at these two 

facilities is transmitted to the BC Hydro transmission 

system by a 230 kV transmission line 

(www.innergex.com/sites/boulder-creek). The proximity 

of this high-voltage line to Meager Creek has increased the 

economic feasibility of a potential geothermal power 

plant in the area, however, it is up to Innergex whether 

they wish to enter into a corporate relationship with any 

geothermal developers. 

Another challenge comes from landslide hazards. A large 

rockslide and debris flow at Mount Meager on August 6, 

2010 displaced 48.5 million cubic metres of material 

(Allstadt, 2013; Guthrie et al., 2012). Meager Creek was 

temporarily dammed, and the flood risk led to the 

evacuation of 1500 Pemberton residents (Guthrie et al., 

2012). Therefore, landslide hazard assessment is an 

important consideration for ongoing geothermal 

development at Mount Meager. 

A remaining challenge comes from uncertainties in the 

permeability and porosity of the rocks in the reservoir. 

This question can be addressed with geophysical studies 

that image the subsurface structure, as described in this 

paper. The central part of the paper is a 3-D resistivity 

model derived from inversion of magnetotelluric data. It 

is part of a multidisciplinary research program that 

includes magnetotellurics, passive seismic, gravity, 

bedrock mapping, fracture analysis, and thermal-spring 

geochemistry (Grasby et al., 2020). 

 

2. Methods 

The magnetotelluric (MT) method uses natural 

electromagnetic (EM) signals to image the electrical 

resistivity of the subsurface and is widely used in 

geothermal exploration (Muñoz, 2014). The low-

frequency radio wave sources are generated by global 

lightning activity and interactions between the solar wind 

and the Earth’s ionosphere. This EM method measures 

time series of electric and magnetic fields at the surface of 

the Earth, then converts them into frequency-domain 

transfer functions (TFs) that describe the impedance of 

the Earth. These TFs are used to calculate the electrical 

resistivity at depth. The theoretical foundations of the 

MT method were developed by Cagniard (1953) and a 

detailed description is given by Chave & Jones (2012). 

The MT method has two main advantages that make it 

suitable for geothermal exploration: 

1) It can effectively image aqueous and magmatic 

fluids, both of which are relevant to geothermal 

exploration. The electrical resistivity of the crust 

varies over several orders of magnitude: dry 

crystalline rock has a resistivity in excess of 1000 

Ωm, whereas the presence of aqueous fluids or 

partial melt can lower this to values in the range 

1-10 Ωm. Thus, MT data can help distinguish 

fluid-rich zones. 

2) It can resolve crustal features over a broad range 

of depths allowing for investigation of both fine-

scale crustal structure and deeper resistivity 

anomalies. The frequency of the passive radio 

wave source controls the depth of exploration 

according to the skin depth (δ) which is defined 

in metres as: δ ≅ 500√ρT, where ρ is the bulk 

resistivity and T is the period of the signal. 

Therefore, longer periods give information about 

deeper structures and signals are more 

attenuated in lower resistivity materials. This 

broad depth range is a distinct advantage over 

other EM methods that are more limited in scale. 

Resistivity models derived from MT data are an excellent 

way to detect fluids, although other causes of low 

resistivity such as hydrothermal alteration minerals 

(Hersir et al., 2015; Ussher et al., 2000), graphite films 

(Frost et al., 1989) and sulphide minerals (Varentsov et 

al., 2013) must also be considered. Additional geophysical 

and geological data are helpful in distinguishing between 

different low-resistivity materials. 

The techniques available for the analysis of MT data have 

drastically improved over the past decade due to 

increased computing power. In the past, 1-D and 2-D 

inversions were used to derive models of sub-surface 
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resistivity from MT data, but this greatly limited the 

application of the method in complex geological 

environments. MT data can now be inverted to produce 

3-D resistivity models with new inversion codes that are 

run on multi-processor clusters (Kelbert et al., 2014; 

Lindsey & Newman, 2015). 

The available broadband MT data were recorded at 73 MT 

stations in the region 50.48 to 50.74°N and 123.29 to 

123.71°W, as shown in Fig. 2. These data included seven 

soundings collected in 1982 by the Pacific Geoscience 

Centre (Flores-Luna, 1986), 31 soundings collected in 

2000 by Frontier Geosciences Inc. (Candy, 2001), and 35 

soundings collected by the University of Alberta for this 

study. 

The University of Alberta took MT measurements at 23 

sites in 2019 (Unsworth et al., 2020) and 12 sites in 2020. 

These time series were processed using robust algorithms 

(Egbert & Eisel, 1998) based on the theory of Egbert and 

Booker (1986). These frequency-domain data were edited 

manually to remove outliers. 

The preliminary model presented in Section 3 was 

obtained from joint inversion of impedance and tipper 

data using 29 periods (0.0025-1000 s) and 66 locations 

(Fig. 3). The locations consist of two from 1982, 30 from 

2000, 22 from 2019, and 12 from 2020. An inversion with 

64 locations (2000-2020 data) and another with 34 

locations (2019-2020 data) will be performed to test the 

robustness of the model and possible influence of time 

variations. However, 20-40 years is a relatively small 

amount of time when considering the evolution of a 

magma body and its associated hydrothermal systems. 

A 5% relative error floor was applied to the impedance 

data and a 0.03 absolute error floor was applied to the 

tipper data. A 3-D inversion algorithm called ModEM 

(Kelbert et al., 2014) is freely available for academic use 

and was used here. The inversion started from a 100 Ωm 

half-space with an r.m.s. misfit of 11.7 and converged to 

a resistivity model with a misfit of 2.0 after 670 iterations. 

The rectangular model mesh used in this study had 2.1 

million cells: 148 in the north-south direction, 136 in the 

east-west direction, and 105 in the vertical direction. The 

cells were 250 x 250 m in the horizontal plane, with 15 

padding cells increasing geometrically by a factor of 1.35 

away from the central grid (Fig. 3). The upper layers were 

50 m thick, then layer thickness increased geometrically 

by a factor of 1.1 below topography. The top 12 layers, 

higher than all the MT sites, were removed to decrease the 

total model size and the computing resources needed. 

 

Fig. 2. Map of the study area with all available MT data 

locations. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Map of the study area with MT data locations included 

in the preliminary inversion. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

This model is preliminary, as discussed in Section 4. The 

uppermost kilometre of the Mount Meager massif is 

characterized by low resistivity (Fig. 4a), likely caused by 

saline aqueous fluids (brines) and hydrothermally altered 

rocks. 
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There is a large conductor at 5-8 km below sea level, 

between Mount Meager and Meager Creek (Fig. 4b). It is 

> 7 km wide (Fig. 5a), > 10 km long (Fig. 5b), and > 3 km 

thick. This anomaly is likely caused by brines and 

partially melted rocks, and it occurs beneath the areas 

investigated in 1982 and 2000 (Fig. 2). The finer details of 

the model may change as the model is refined, but this 

large feature is certainly robust. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Horizontal layers of the 3-D resistivity model at (a) 1.7 

km above sea level and (b) 6.7 km below sea level. Cross-sections 

indicated by lines A-A’ and B-B’ are shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Vertical slices of the 3-D resistivity model from south to 

north (A-A’) and west to east (B-B’). 

4. Future Work and Conclusions 

The resistivity model presented in the previous section is 

preliminary and the following steps are currently 

underway or in planning: (1) variation of smoothing 

parameters, e.g., regularization parameter (lambda) and 

covariance; (2) testing of different data subsets; and (3) 

testing of data sensitivity and model resolution, e.g., 

forward modelling and synthetic inversions. 

After the resistivity model has been finalized, more 

detailed interpretations will be made and will include: (1) 

estimation of fluid content and relevant parameters using 

constraints from geophysical and chemical experiments, 

(2) estimation of melt fraction using constraints from 

petrological experiments, and (3) joint interpretations 

using results from the gravity and seismic investigations. 

Two general conclusions are very likely at this early stage: 

(1) there are near-surface brines and hydrothermally 

altered rocks beneath the Mount Meager massif, and (2) 

there is a magma body beneath the Mount Meager massif 

in the depth range 7-10 km. Detailed descriptions of these 

features will require further analysis, but this result is not 
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inconsistent with the youthfulness of the last volcanic 

episode, the degree of hydrothermal alteration seen in the 

near surface as a result of the landslide failures, and the 

long lived fumaroles(Hickson, 2017; Hickson et al., 1999; 

Stewart et al., 2003). Implications for geothermal 

development are also being developed. 

Audio-magnetotelluric (AMT) data were also collected in 

2019 (Craven et al., 2020) and this regional model will 

assist the AMT interpretations. 
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